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Waller | "Valves & Effects of Stringed Instrument Study Playing"
Waller | "Questions & Answers Concerning String Class Teaching"
Waller | "Materials for the Development of String Players Through the Classroom Approach"
Rolland | "The Instrumental Class in the Modern American School"
Rolland & Potter | "An Outline of Basic Pointers for String Teachers"
Rolland | "First Bowings"
Rolland | "The Teaching of Viola"
Rolland | "List of Selected & Graded Violin Compositions"
Potter | "Violoncello - Recommended List of Materials"
Kuhn | "List of Orchestra Folios . . ."
Potter | "Recommended String Orchestra Materials"
Waller | "Success Factors in String Class Teaching"
Waller | "Instrumental Music Education Syllabus"
Rolland | "String Epidemics"
Waller | "String Fundamentals"
Rolland | "Graded List of Studies & Pieces for Violin"
Waller | "Stringed Instrument Vibrato"
Price | "Percussion Methods"
Starr | "Recommended Literature for Class C & D Bands"
Baugh | "Films in Music Education"
Albertson | "Selected Octavo Publications for High School Boys' Vocal Ensembles"
Price | "Percussion Corner"
Price | "Timpani in Contest"
Garretson | "Selected SAB Octavo Publications"
Bradley | "A List of Materials for Piano Class Use"
Staff | "A List of Piano Music for Use with Students in the Intermediate and Junior Grades"
Garretson | "A Cross-Reference Catalog of Choral Recordings"
Garretson | "Ear-training Devices & Warm-up Exercises"
Garretson | "Selected SATB Octavo Publications for High School Choral Groups"
Kaplan | "The Jug and Bottle 'Orchestra'"
Kaplan | "The Harmonica Band"
James | "Notes on Bassoon"
MENC Committee on String Instruments | "Minimum Standards for Stringed Instruments in the Schools"
Holmes | "The Importance of Strings in Music Education"
Worrell | "Easy to Medium Grade Band Music Reference List"
Price | "Percussion Corner"
Waller  "Teaching Strings in Secondary Schools"
Waller  "Violin-Viola Posture Mural" - notice